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Citizen Science:
The Great Backyard Bird Count
By Dr. Charles R. Berry Jr.
The Great Backyard Bird Count is a 4-day, citizen-science
event to create a snapshot of the bird community in North
America. News about this event, now in its 13th year,
claimed that “Anyone can participate, from beginning bird
watchers to experts…takes as little as 15 minutes on one
day…free, fun, and easy—and it helps the birds.”
So, Mary Lou and I participated for the first time and
discovered that indeed it was free and fun. Easy? Well, it
was - after we fixed a few things. We learned that we couldn’t
identify birds as well as we thought, that the little critters don’t
sit still very long, and that our windows needed washing.
What is citizen science?
Citizen science is a term used to describe non-scientist
volunteers performing research tasks such as observation
and measurement. Citizen science has grown immensely in
the last 20 years (Box 1).
We wanted to contribute to a citizen-science bird count
because we thought we were “birders.” Our feeders and
water supply brings birds to
our yard, which is certified
as backyard wildlife habitat
by the National Wildlife
Federation.
The great bird count web site
gave us simple instructions,
identification help, data
sheets, and data analysis.
On the first morning, we
thought we were ready.
Our Science Journal
Friday February 18: The
birds were coming to our
feeders. We could generally
identify nuthatches, finches
and sparrows, but what finch
did we have - purple, house,
gold. Which woodpecker and which sparrow? Ugh! We
were not ready to participate in the great bird count after all.
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We spent a good part of the day attending to our shortcomings
as citizen ornithologists. And, I was thankful that the day
was sunny and warm as I washed the kitchen window (photo
of House finches at the feeder was taken through clean
windows).
We looked through our bird books and found two good
internet sites. Cornell Ornithology Laboratory, one of the
co-sponsors of the bird count, has a wonderful web site that
shows pictures of similar species in side-by-side comparison
that bring out the color, size, patterns and shape features
that helped train out eye to identify each species.

That evening on to the bird count web site we found that other
citizen scientists were better prepared than we were – about
10,000 of them! One “gee whiz” feature of the web site is
data analysis. We enjoyed the continental map that showed
counting sites, and allowed us to focus on South Dakota.
We watched as the cumulative total of counters, species,
and bird numbers increased every 30 minutes.
Saturday February 19: The bird count web site showed that
41 South Dakota check lists had been submitted for a total
of 52 species and 26,000 birds. The champions by far were
counters in Ft Pierre, who recorded 15,000 Canada geese
and 5,000 mallards. No one had reported from Brookings
so we were eager to be the first as we began our citizen
science project.
I wrote down our starting time on a data sheet and arranged
bird identification guides, binoculars, check lists, and notes
near our observation points. Mary Lou watched four feeders
through the newly cleaned kitchen window while I checked
other windows with views of trees, vines, shrubs, and another
feeder. We found that we had another unanticipated problem
– squirrels.
Our squirrels do not scurry
away with taps on the
windows, but they scatter
like crazy when we release
Higgins, our Springer spaniel
who thinks it is his job to
keep those pesky squirrels
up in their trees where they
belong. Now we truly had the
“whole” family involved in the
great bird count.
We counted for 15 minutes,
recording six species. The
data entry form on the web
site was simple to use as
it asked for information like
zip code and start time, and
for potential biases like weather conditions and level of
bird identification expertise. I checked the box beside “low
expertise,” and entered our data.
Sunday February 20: Yikes! The map was so filled with pins
that I couldn’t see state outlines. I saw that we had been
joined by counters at 30 South Dakota localities; counters
had seen over 30,000 birds of 63 species. Vermillion had
the most participation with 32 submitted check lists.

An impressive site for South Dakota birds is titled “South

As a blizzard whipped across our yard, we counted birds for
30 minutes and saw four species. We added one species to
our cumulative list, a white-breasted nuthatch. And, I was
able to get a pretty good picture of the American goldfinch in
winter plumage. Lots of counters send pictures to the bird
count web site, and all of them are better than the ones I
take, even with clean windows.

Dakota Birds and Birding.” The owner of the site, Terry Sohl
writes, “The website started as a simple place to display
some of my photos. As you can see, it’s evolved somewhat
since then.”

Monday February 21: The national total was up to 545
species reported on 37,000 checklists. In South Dakota,
people in 46 towns were now participating, including two
people in Brookings and one each in Bruce and Volga.
Continued on page 5
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GF&P proposes lead shot ban for roads,
right-of-ways
“I’m concerned
that this
would be
the next
step for a
non-tox
regulation
statewide,”

Rapid City Journal

River and other areas where ducks and geese congregate.

The familiar debate over lead shot will return to public
conversation in South Dakota because of a proposal by the
state Game, Fish & Parks Commission to require nontoxic shot
for hunting on public roads and right-of-ways.

Hunting for deer and other big game, except for turkeys, is
prohibited from roads and right-of-ways.

The commission proposed the ban Thursday during a meeting
in Pierre and will vote on whether to put it in regulation during
its meeting April 7-8 in Brandon.
The ban was requested through a petition to the commission
by Martin-area landowner Marty Vanderploeg. He wants to stop
road hunters from scattering lead shot on his property when they
blast at pheasants from the road.
Lead shot has been proven lethal when ingested by wildlife,
and it poses an overall health and pollution threat in the
environment, Vanderploeg said by telephone Friday.

The GF&P biological staff has not made a recommendation on
the commission’s proposal to extend the lead ban to roads and
right-of-ways. Tony Leif, GF&P Wildlife Division director, said
the staff will study and discuss the issue in order to provide an
analysis for the commission prior to its vote next month.
“Basically, this proposal initiates a conversation,” Leif said. “The
commission wanted to get additional input on the petition by Mr.
Vanderploeg.”
Commissioner chairman Jeff Olson of Rapid City said the
action by the commission Thursday simply started a
month of consideration of Vanderploeg’s idea.
“I think it is worth exploring and thus the main reason
to accept his petition,” Olson said. “We will see what
the public thinks and also what the department comes
up with as how enforceable it would be.”

“Lead is very toxic,” he said. “It’s being put on the surface
we live on, the farmland. And groundwater is under it all.
Fundamentally, it’s a very poor practice.”
The GF&P Commission began restricting the use of lead
shot and requiring non-toxic alternatives such as
steel shot in the early 1980s. Instances of
lead poisoning in waterfowl populations
near Pierre led to a limited ban along
the river in that area. Eventually, lead
was banned statewide for waterfowl
hunting and for all hunting with shotguns on most
public lands.
The lead bans of the past were controversial. Opponents said
that steel shot, the main non-toxic alternative, was less effective,
could damage some gun barrels, cost too much and led to
increased rates of crippling. Supporter said those concerns
were overblown and that benefits to wildlife justified the change.
Non-toxic alternatives to lead that are now approved by the state
include steel, bismuth-tin, tungsten-polymer, tungsten-matrix
and any combination of tungsten-iron-nickel-tin-copper-bismuth.
Copper-coated lead shot does not qualify as non-toxic shot.
Vanderploeg wants the existing non-toxic-shot requirements
extended to cover public roads and right-of-ways, most of which
are open to hunting with shotguns.
“Even with the restrictions, we’re still losing a lot of waterfowl
every year to lead,” he said. “And a lot of raptors die, too, when
they end up feeding on carcasses with lead in them.”
The ban being proposed by the commission is aimed at shotguns.
Most hunting from roads and right-of-ways is for upland birds,
particularly pheasants. It is also a popular technique for shooting
waterfowl flying over roads and right-of-ways near the Missouri
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“I think it would put a burden on some of the fellows who road
hunt, because they’re not going to be able to use all the guns
they could use before,” Blote said. “If they show there’s a lot of
problems with shooting lead from roads, I could understand.
But I don’t think they have done that. I think most road hunters
would probably prefer not to have the ban.”
Blote said he also worries that a lead ban for roads and rightof-ways could be another step toward banning lead shot totally.
“I’m concerned that this would be the next step for a non-tox
regulation statewide,” he said.
Vanderploeg likes that idea as well. Over time, he wants to see all
lead banned for hunting, including rifle bullets. He prefers copper
bullets to lead, which are more likely to fragment and taint meat.
Vanderploeg said improvements in steel shot have made it
competitive with lead in price and performance. He requires
all those who hunt his property, for big game or birds, to shoot
non-toxic bullets or shot.
“The result has been that the hunters still come to my place,
gladly,” he said.
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Mark Blote, an owner at First Stop Guns in Rapid
City, said Friday that some hunters will oppose
the proposal because they don’t want to shoot
steel shot, the most common lead alternative, in
certain shotguns for fear of barrel damage. Steel
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more expensive than lead.
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Executive Director’s Update by Chris Hesla
Spring is in the light…..you can just feel the difference in each
new day. And the record snowfall in the Dakotas is rapidly going
to turn into record flooding as it melts. We have gone from record
low levels of water in the main stem Missouri River to record high
levels in a matter of a couple years. It just shows you man is not
in control and needs to work with along side of Mother Nature.

I hope you all have a safe
hunting season this Fall!

The recent proposal by a landowner to the GF&P Commission
(see accompanying story in this issue) to ban lead shot from
road and Right of Ways (ROWS) hunting has opened many old
wounds and is sparking much of the same debates. Early in the
80’s, many sportsmen/women fought over the decision to require
steel shot when hunting waterfowl in SD. The steel shot debate
continues today and has sparked much interest in the recent
proposal. I believe the steel verses lead shot issue is different
than in the 80’s because of the commercially manufactured loads
and performance of modern shot shells.
Let me clarify My Personal Opinion, not the opinion or stance
of SDWF or the Camo-Coalition. I gave up using lead shot 15
years ago, I only shoot steel shot for all my bird hunting. I hunt
on private and public land and did not want to have to worry
about the shot I have on my person or in my vehicle. I do not
worry about taking a shot at passing waterfowl as I am upland
bird hunting, I only worry about the shot size. At the time it was
my personal choice and I do not regret it. I do not think anyone
can argue against the toxicity of lead in the environment or to
the quarry you are hunting. Its hazards have been proven many
times in valid studies.
The interesting segment of the proposal currently being
considered by the Commission is it only addresses road hunter.

It would only affect us poor stiffs who are not fortunate enough
to own hunting land. The amount of lead shot deposited from
road hunters is probably miniscule and I doubt there is evidence
of road hunting lead shot impact on the environment or wildlife.
I suspect that just one shooting preserve has far more lead
deposition and negative impact than all the lead deposited by
road hunters statewide.
I am not sure of the real intent of this proposal, but it looks to be
another attempt to further restrict and ultimately eliminate road
hunting in South Dakota. Commercial operators have attempted
to do this for years so they can corner the market and eliminate
the non-private paying sportsmen/women. This would be an
economic catastrophe for South Dakota and would adversely
affect many businessmen and women who rely on the road
hunter’s money to make ends meet. This would also crush the
non-paying hunter’s enjoyment of South Dakota’s hunting and
fishing opportunities.
Remember, this is only my personal opinion and not the stance
the SDWF or Camo-Coalition will be taking. Lead is a proven
toxicant and needs to be eliminated from our environment.
The state could implement the ban for the 2014 season, giving
those of us who reload or have a big supply of lead shells the
opportunity to use them up.
If this is a good thing for the environment and wildlife, then make
it a statewide ban and be done with this highly divisive issue.
Targeting it only for roadsides will result in a lot of pain for very
little gain.

President’s Column by Bill Antonides
The sportsmen and women of this state should be very proud,
not only of themselves, but of the majority of our legislators
who listened to our collective voices during the 2011 legislative
session. Over thirty bills tracked by the SDWF were passed or
killed as we had recommended. At this writing, only three pieces
of legislation are questionable. We will discuss those bills in a
later issue.

President,
Bill Antonides

The legislative process can be frustrating, even disheartening at
times, but is a necessity in our democratic society. We have our
share of people who clearly believe they belong to a superior
class over the average South Dakotan and should be treated as
such, but overall, we do just fine in the legislature. The sportsmen
of this great state have refused to sit back and allow special
interest groups to take ownership of our publicly-owned natural
resources. And our legislators have listened to our message.
In my humble opinion, the following proclamations are the basis
for much of what the Federation believes and does. We have
very few demands, but we have compromised far too often on
these principles, and they should be non-negotiable:
1) The natural resources of South Dakota belong to all
the citizens, not just a few. These resources must be
equitably distributed. We want our fair share: no more,
and no less. We insist others get their fair share, too.
2) Whether we are talking about wildlife or trees, only
the harvestable surplus can be used. We must conserve
what cannot be replaced for future generations to enjoy.
3) Irreplaceable and unique ecosystems such as virgin
grasslands must no longer be abused at the expense
of the public. If a private landowner or developer wishes
to destroy something of great value, it should be done
without the benefit of taxpayer subsidies.
4) Rights are not without limits. The right to drain
wetlands, for example, does not bestow the right to flood
downstream farms and towns, pollute our waters, and
deplete our aquifers.
Others may consider the fight to maintain equal rights for
everyone as futile, but we don’t. Even though the legislation has
been relentless year after year to privatize and commercialize
the natural resources of this state, we have maintained our lawful
right to protect the public’s share of these resources. We can still
purchase land with sportsman’s dollars. We can exert control

over how our money is spent. We continue to have some input
into how our public land is used. We can hunt and fish and simply
enjoy our natural resources without paying homage to the king.
We have beaten the drive to overturn the Open Fields Doctrine
six out of six times, and our conservation officers can legally
continue to enforce the laws in a fair and equitable manner.
Lest we become complacent, not all is right with our world. While
we have the lawful ability to purchase land through the GF&P,
our new governor has put a moratorium on purchases. This
moratorium will deny sportsmen and women the enjoyment of
some very unique and wildlife-rich land, and some far-sighted
landowners who want future generations to enjoy their land will
never realize their dream. The Open Fields Doctrine is still in
effect, but in deference to certain lawmakers, GF&P policy in
recent years has mirrored the laws these legislators want, and
has severely hamstrung our conservation officers. Perhaps the
results of the current legislative session and the realization that
policy changes and compromises by sportsmen will not satisfy
these legislators will give our leaders the political will to properly
serve the majority of their constituents rather than the few.
Theodore Roosevelt, one our nation’s greatest conservationists,
wrote this simple but profound statement message over 100
years ago,
“It is foolish to regard proper game-laws as undemocratic,
unrepublican. On the contrary, they are essentially in the
interests of the people as a whole, because it is only through
their enactment and enforcement that the people as a whole
can preserve the game and can prevent its becoming purely
the property of the rich, who are able to create and maintain
extensive private preserves. The wealthy man can get hunting
anyhow, but the man of small means is dependent solely upon
wise and well-executed game laws for his enjoyment of the sturdy
pleasure of the chase.”
A century later some have still not grasped the concept of his
message, but we will not stop trying to convey it.
Please remember to thank the fine citizen legislators who listened
to reasonable dialogue and made choices which benefit all South
Dakotans, present and future. For those who didn’t, remember
them at the voting booth. This is the democratic process, and
the SDWF is proud to be part of it.

Renew your membership online at sdwf.org
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SD House defeats plan to
restrict game wardens
A measure that sought to limit game wardens’ ability to enter
private land to check for hunting violations was rejected
Wednesday by the South Dakota House after opponents said
such a move could lead to more poaching.

“The people
don’t want this.
The Legislature
doesn’t want
this,”

The bill, defeated 21-48, would have required game wardens
to get permission from landowners to enter private land unless
they had reasonable suspicion or probable cause to believe
that laws were being violated, needed to investigate a report of
law violations, had to retrieve wounded wildlife, or needed to
respond to emergencies.
It would have scrapped the so-called open fields doctrine, which
is based on court rulings that allow game wardens to enter
private lands away from houses to check hunters without getting
permission from landowners.
Rep. Gene Abdallah, R-Sioux Falls, said the bill would have
encouraged illegal activity by preventing conservation officers
from checking hunters. Wildlife belongs to the public, not to
landowners, he said.
“Don’t handcuff our conservation officers from enforcing the laws
that protect our wildlife,” said Abdallah, a former U.S. marshal
and superintendent of the state Highway Patrol.
The bill’s main sponsor, Rep. Stace Nelson, R-Fulton, said the
bill should be passed to protect the property rights of landowners.
Game wardens should not be allowed to enter private lands to
check hunters without reason to believe laws are being violated,
he said.
Neither the South Dakota Constitution nor state laws include
language allowing law officers to enter open fields without a
landowners’ permission, Nelson said.
“It’s illegal,” said Nelson, a former Marine and retired investigator
for the Naval Criminal Investigative Service.

Rep. Charles
Tu r b i v i l l e ,
R-Deadwood, said
the U.S. Supreme
Court has said
the open fields
doctrine means
landowners cannot
expect privacy
except in the area
immediately around
their houses. Bills
seeking to get rid
of the open fields
doctrine have failed
repeatedly in the
South Dakota Legislature, he said.
“The people don’t want this. The Legislature doesn’t want this,”
Turbiville said.
During last year’s campaign, Gov. Dennis Daugaard said he
wanted to change the state’s policy on open fields.
Officials have said Daugaard does not want to seek any
change in state law, but instead has asked the state Game,
Fish and Parks Department to review its policies to determine
if conservation officers should be given additional guidance on
when they can enter private land.
After the issue first arose a few years ago, the department
changed policies so officers can enter private land without
permission only if they can see hunting or fishing is occurring on
the land. The department says officers need to check hunters
and anglers in the field to determine if they have licenses and
are complying with bag limits and other rules.

Grants Available for Habitat Projects

Application
on page 7

Beginning this spring, grants will be available from SDWF
to cover direct costs in establishment of habitat and
wetlands restoration. Both individual homeowners and
organizations are eligible to apply. The funds are provided
by the Evelyn & Bill Lohmann Conservation Fund, a
permanently endowed donor advised fund established with
the South Dakota Community Foundation. The purpose
of the EBLCF is to support beautification and natural area
conservation projects in South Dakota, with a special
emphasis on native wildflower plantings, songbird habitat,
and wetlands development and
preservation.

removing exotic species, planting native grasses, and
adding a pond, he created in our suburban Chicago home
one of the National Wildlife Federation’s first Certified
Backyard Habitats@. He died in 2002 of Lou Gehrig’s
Disease.

The E&BLCF was endowed by
the family and friends of Evelyn
and Bill Lohmann in their memory.
Day Breitag of Pierre provided this
statement:

To apply for a grant, please use
the application form printed on
page 7 of this newsletter [or write
or email to request an application
from sdwf@mncomm.com], to
describe your project. Grants
will be awarded in the range of
$250 to $1,000. The application
deadline is April 15, 2011. A
committee of members of the
SDWF Board of Directors will
consider all applications; funds
will be awarded as available. The endowment currently
contains approximately $26,000. Interest only will be
used to make grants, and to support the operations of
the SDWF.

In 1954, my mother caught polio,
just two months before the Salk
vaccine went into general public
use. From the time she contracted
the disease until her death twelve
years later, she never again left
her rocking bed or wheelchair.
She breathed with a respirator. She couldn’t sit up, turn,
lift her arms or legs. She was twenty-five years old.
She had a great love of the wildflowers and songbirds
of her native Midwest, and although her days of running
through the fields and by the streams were done, she
found joy and the strength to live a full life from the birds
and flowers she could see through her window. From
her rocking bed she taught her daughters the names of
the species, the needs of habitat, the special beauty to
be found in nature. Our father shared her love, and by

It is natural to honor their memory with projects to beautify
and conserve wildlife habitat. I am pleased to join the
South Dakota Wildlife Federation in administration of the
Evelyn & Bill Lohmann Conservation Fund grant-making
program, and to support SDWF’s
work on behalf of the wildlife of
our state.

Contributions may be made to add to the endowment by
sending to: the South Dakota Community Foundation, P.O.
Box 296, Pierre SD 57501, and specifying the Evelyn &
Bill Lohmann Conservation Fund. Gifts are tax-deductible.
- Day Breitag of Pierre is currently a development officer
with the National Wildlife Federation.
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which have expanded from 10 to 39 states in a decade.
This citizen science projects allows people to have a better understanding
of the process of science. Science is “a body of knowledge and a process.”
The scientific process is how we know what we know. It has been said
that “One good measurement is worth a hundred opinions.”
While doing this simple citizen science project, we practiced some of the
steps in the scientific process. We used standardized methods for data
collection and reporting, and reported variables that might influence the
data. Real scientists analyze the data and even give “peer review” of data
sheets. They call if your data has unusual outliers that need conformation.
The public is often unsure about the process of scientific research and
sometimes even skeptical of its value. This is bad news at a time when
science means so much to our lives. South Dakota needs a scientifically
literate public to support the State’s commitment to opening the frontiers of
knowledge about physics health, education, energy, and the environment.

Continued from page 1

The big snow last night meant some feeder cleaning chores before we
could start our counts. We had a bird “riot” in our yard. Dozens of House
finches and American goldfinches fluttered here and there; we had to
estimate the number. And, we added a new species – Downy woodpecker.
We counted for 60 minutes and saw seven species.

Citizen science also has benefits to us as individuals. The bird count
helped us realize the variety of life in our yard. When we see the variety
of nature, we understand the beauty and complexity on the earth. It
has been said that “humans seldom value what they cannot name.” If
we cannot name the different birds, or at least recognize that they are
different, we will not value them enough to conserve them. When we care
about Creation, we will work for its preservation.

Final Analysis
Continental totals were 596 species and 11.4 million birds reported on
92,000 check lists. South Dakotans in 61 cities recorded 101 species and
72,000 birds. The most common bird was the Canada goose. Among
the nongame species, most common was horned lark (6,700), American
goldfinch (4,200), European starling (2,700) and snow bunting (2,600).
Who was the sharp-eyed birder who saw the single American Three-toed
woodpecker?
In Brookings, we recorded 24 species and 526 birds on 11 checklists.
Our most seen birds were starlings and goldfinches. Someone saw one
bald eagle and one each of the barred, long-eared, and Northern sawwhet owls.
We recommend participating
First, its fun to see the “crunched” numbers, but the project has more
serious applications. Real bird scientists use the power of this huge
data base to ask questions of the birds. The birds don’t chirp responses.
Their answers are found in the counts of their numbers, kinds and
distribution. Patterns in the data are used to alert scientists to issues that
guide follow-up studies. Long term patterns in abundance are becoming
apparent after 13 years. For example, some years we have pine siskin
and common redpolls, and some years we don’t. Understanding patterns
helps scientists identify species that are really increasing or declining
rather than just being in a cycle.
The data also point to shifts in ranges and migration patterns that may
signal changes in habitat and climate. For example, South Dakotans
are now seeing the non-native Eurasian Collared-doves (113 this year),

Noem co-sponsors bill
keeping gray wolf
off endangered list
Rep. Kristi Noem is co-sponsoring HR509 to prohibit the federal
government from listing gray wolves as an endangered species.
Noem said in a prepared statement that the gray wolf is a “thriving
species that has fully recovered and should no longer be listed
as endangered.”
“The wildlife managers on the ground, researchers and land
owners are in the best position to create and implement new
wolf management policies, not bureaucrats in Washington, DC.,”
Noem’s statement said.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service lists South Dakota as one of
the states in which gray wolf populations exist. Several wolves
have been reported in the state in recent years.
The Fish and Wildlife Service proposed removing the gray
wolf from the endangered species list in 2008, but several
environmental groups sued to put the wolf back on the list.

The great bird count web site gave us a certificate in recognition of our
participation. Yes, we downloaded our colorful “Great Horned Owl Award.”
Finally, the great bird count, like other citizen science projects, can be
fun for the whole family - even the dog. For the rest of the year, I will be
watching birds with a new level of awareness, and I’m sure I’ll be thinking
about participating in next year’s event. Meanwhile, I’m looking in to lilac
watching in project BudBurst this spring.
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SD Wildlife Federation Donors
At the 2003 Winter Board Meeting, the SDWF Board created the SDWF Wildlife Legacy Council. The Council was
created to allow recognition of the people who support SDWF above and beyond their membership and raffle
donations.
Thank you to the following donors for their contributions to the SDWF. Please consider becoming a member of the
Wildlife Legacy Council. SDWF is a 501(c3) non-profit, all donations are tax deductible. These tax-deductible
contributions will speak volumes for the future of the SDWF’s Wildlife Legacy Council! Please consider your donation
today. Donations can be sent to SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501.
The Legacy Council consists of five different donation levels: Level V Eagle $1,000 & Above; Level IV Buffalo $500 $999; Level III Elk $250 - $499; Level II Deer $100 - $249; and Level I Pheasant $50 - $99.

February 2011

CAMPBELL, STUART - SD

DIVICH, DUANE - TX
DONOVAN, JR., JOHN - SD
HEMPEL, TODD - SD
LEVISEN, ARLO - SD

January 2011

LEVEL II DEER

Level III Elk
STAMMER, MARLIN - CA

LEVEL II DEER

LEVEL IV BUFFALO
OLSON, DR. JEFF - SD

ABDALLAH, GENE - SD
McCARLSON, PAUL - SD
McCARTHY PROPERTIES - SD

PESEK, RON - SD

LEVEL I PHEASANT
ANDERSON, JR., RALPH - NE
BORMANN, DANIEL - WI
PARCEL, KERRY - SD
WIDMAN, MARK - SD

DRAKE, ROBERT - SD
EVANS, RALPH - FL
PAHL, RUSSELL -SD
PARR, MARK - SD
RUMPCA, HAL - SD

LEVEL I PHEASANT
GILBERT, DAVE - SD

December 2010
Level III Elk

LEVEL II DEER

PEDERSON, TIM - SD

SCHROEDER JR, KENNETH - SD

COOPER, JOHN - SD
DeBOER, JAY - SD

LEVEL I PHEASANT

LEVEL II DEER

LEVEL I PHEASANT
ANTONIDES, BILL & LILA - SD
HEFFRON, GEORGE H. - CO
KUCSMA, GEORGE - OH

METRY, MARK - WI
NEISSL, JR., E.J. - AR
O'KEEFE, DAN - MN
STREETER, DONALD - FL

WALDRON, HOWARD - MA

GOGGINS, ROBERT - MN
GREENWOOD, KEN - OK
MCGARRY, PAT - SD

BURNS, KENDALL - CA
CHICKERING, JOHN - MI
GRENZ, JOHN - SD
HOCH, JAMES - CA
LARSON, SCOTT - SD

MANNING, DAVID - MN
MUNDON, KENT - SD
MURRA, PAM & VERN - SD
SCHMID, JOHN - CO

HAY, MARY & JERRY - WI
JOHNSON, DARRELL - SD
SCHEURENBRAND, BRUCE CA
TOSCANA, VIC - SD

LEVEL I PHEASANT

LARSON, GREG - SD
LOWE, STEVEN - MI
METCALF, ROBERT - MN
RILEY, MIKE - MO
SCHRADER, ERIC - MN

FINNEGAN, MICHAEL - SD
MUDD, WILLIAM - KY
ROLLINS, WAYNE - NC

DUDA, MARK - CO
DILLON, JOHN - UT
FISCHER, JIM - IA
GAALSWYK, NEAL - MN
LECKEY, WAYNE - IL

MILLER, O. LARRY - SD

MEDEIROS, PAUL - CA

November 2010

October 2010
LEVEL II DEER
DRESSING, BRIAN - SD
GILBERT, JAMES - CA
MCMASTERS, LEIGH - SD
NORDBY, DAVID - UK

SATTLER, ARNOLD - SD
WISWALL, BRIAN T. - SD

LEVEL I PHEASANT
BIRKELAND, DEAN - MN
BROWN, MARK - VA

September 2010
LEVEL IV BUFFALO
BLOCK, STEVE - WA

LEVEL II DEER
BORING, W. HAROLD - GA
GREENWOOD, KEN - OK

ENGEBRITSON, SCOTT - MO
HELLEBUSCH, JIM - MO
KOLBECK, RON - SD
LAMBERT, MERLYN - CO

August 2010
Level III Elk
RAINEY, TIMOTHY - MN

Level II Deer
ADAMS, MEL - TN
BISGARD, CURT - SD

Level I Pheasant
CASLER, DAVID - MO

LYONS, PAT - SD
NELSON, LAWRENCE - SD
PROKOP, PETER - MI
WILDMAN, DENNY - OH

July 2010
HEEDUM, ROGER - NE
ZOELNER, KENNETH - CA
KIEFT, LARRY - MI
Level I Pheasant
KNUDSON, DAVE - SD
BURTON, DON - CO
Level III Elk
KUHL, THOMAS - NV
CAPUTA, EDWARD - MN
HALLSTROM, KENNETH - SD
LOUCKS, JEROME - AZ
COMSTOCK, FRAN - MI
LEMONDS, JIM - SD
(Memorial for Fran)
MCCLELLAN, JR., DR. HERBERT MCMAHON, RANDALL - WI
MOHS, GERALD - ND
DOMEIER, TED - MN
- SD
DOMINIANI, DAVID - NE
SCHERSCHLIGT, JEFFREY - SD RANEY, THOMAS - KS
SCHUBAUER, DAVID - SD
FEWELL, KENT - MO
SEELEY, GARY - KS
WARE, WILLIAM - MS
GROSSLEIN, ROBERT - MN
Level II Deer
WILMS, DALE - CA
HALL, SHAWN - WY
BEALKA, ROBERT - WI
WILSON, JR., ROBERT A. - CA
HOWELL, TOMMY - MI
BUZZELL, MANNY - TN
(Memorial for Robert)
KEELER, CHARLES - MN
CHAPMAN, JOHN - PA
WINTER BROS. UNDERGROUND KERN, LARRY - MN
EISENBEISZ, LARRY - MN
- SD
KETTER, JEFFREY - WI
GREEN HILLS CONSULT. - MN

Level IV Buffalo

WORDEN II, JAMES - CA

LICKTEIG, CRAIG - SD
LIVINGSTON, LARRY - CO
LOOS, PAUL - MI
LUTZ, BOB - MT
MCMANNIS, GENE - NJ
MEYERS, RICHARD B. - OH
PARKIN, NORMAN - CA
PAUL, K-LYNN - SD
PAXTON, GARY - OK
SIMON, DARREL - SD
SPEER, JR., HOY - AR
STRANDELL, JOHN - MN
WALKER, JIM - ID

June 2010
Level V Eagle

Level II Deer

ROBERTS, STEVEN - MN

BELL, III, HARRY - MS
BUXCEL, NORMAN - SD

Level IV Buffalo

SCALET, CHUCK & GINGER - SD Level I Pheasant
BLACKBURN, JOHN - SD
THE SPORTSMAN’S CLUB OF
BURNS, HOWARD - SD
BROWN COUNTY - SD
CONROY, JOE - MN
Level III Elk
DENNIS, JACK - NV
WILSON, JR., ROBERT A. - CA
EDER, PHIL - MN
(Memorial for Robert)

FULLER, LESLIE - AL
GILBERT, DAVE - SD
GRIFFIN, JOHN - OK
HALVERSON, KENNETH - SD
HEIM, MERRILL - SD
KLUNDT, SCOTT - SD
KUCK, MICHAEL - SD
MILLER, RICHARD - SD
NELSON, GERALD - MN

OLSON, JEFF - SD
OLSON, TERRY - SC
SAMPSON, TERRY - SD
SMITH, DR. PATRICK - MI
SWEDLUND, KEN - SD
TRAVERS, MD, HENRY - SD
WEISENBURGER, ROBERT - MI
WILTSEY, BOB - MN

LEVEL I PHEASANT
ABELN, DAVID - SD
CLEMENS, MIKE - SD
GAGEBY, CHARLES - SD
HATCH, DUANE - SD

HEPPER, GREGORY - SD
MATSUKAGE, FAY - CO
POLENZ, ALLAN - OR
ROBERTS, TOM - SD

ELBE, ROBERT - WI
EVANS, RALPH - FL
FARMERS STATE BANK - SD
FICK, HAROLD - CA
FREESE, MARK - SD
GEBHART, RONALD - AK
HEFFRON, GEORGE - CO
HEX, DOUGLAS - ID
HOFTIEZER, GREG - SD
HOWELL, TOMMY - MI
JAFFREY, DR. BRETT - TN
KIRCHGASLER, ARTHUR - SD
KURTENBACH, AELRED - SD
LINTON, RODNEY - IL
MCQUEARY, PETER - TX
MELBY, DAVID - MN
MORRIS, MEL - MI

MURPHY, KIRK - SD
O'BRIEN, SCOTT - FL
OCONNELL, ANDREW - MN
PICKER, SCOTT - WI
PLETZKE, DANIEL - MI
RITER, JR., ROBERT - SD
ROKUSEK, CHARLIE - SD
SNAZA, ANTHONY - NY
VAN MAANEN, TODD - SD
WARE, BEN - NC
WHITE, JIM - SD
ZAJECHOWSKI, JOHN - WI
ZIMMERMAN, HERB - CO
ZLONIS, JEFF - MN

PAULETTO, JOE - WA
PEDERSON, TIM - SD
PICEK, LARRY - SD
WALLEYE MASTERS, INC - SD
LEVEL I PHEASANT
DATHE, NORM - SD
KASISCHKE, CARL - MI
LEMKE, JOHN - SD

MCGUIRE, ARVID - WI
MCHUGO, LAWRENCE - MN
OCHOCKI, ROBERT - CA
PAUL, K. LYNN - SD
PORISCH, ROBERT- IA

May 2010
LEVEL III ELK
JOHNSON, VIRGIL - SD

LEVEL II DEER
FELL, TOM - AL
OAHE SPORTSMAN CLUB - SD MADSEN, ROYCE - SD
ROCKY MTN ELK, BIG SIOUX WHEELER, STEPHEN J - SD
CHAPTER - SD

April 2010
LEVEL III ELK
3M FOUNDATION - SD
KOCVARA, FRANK - NV
STADTFELD, CRAIG - SD
LEVEL II DEER
BRENEISER, THOMAS - MI
CAMPBELL, STUART - SD
CONNELL, CRAIG - SD
DENISON, LARRY - VA
FENSTRA, HARRY - MN
FLINT, FORREST - MN
GOGGINS, ROBERT - MN

LINDNER, RONALD -SD
MADLAND, JON - SD
MCMASTERS, LEIGH - SD
METTE, LARRY - SD
O'REILLY, LARRY - MO
SCOTT, STEVE - SD
WELCH, HARVEY - IL
LEVEL I PHEASANT
ANDERSON, JR., RALPH - NE
BAGAUS, TERRY - MN
BLASKA, DUANE - MN
BOHLEN, EARL - SD
GRASS LAKE CONS CLUB - SD BROWN, ALLEN B. - SD
HALL, CARL W – KY
BURTON, DON - CO
HECLA SPORTSMAN CLUB - SD CAREY, ROBERT - OH
HONEYCUTT, BILL - MO
CHRISTOPHERSON, M.E. - SC
LEE, KARL O. - SD
DIELEMAN, GAIL - MN

March 2010
LEVEL V EAGLE
DILLON, RICHARD - MN
HIGH PLAINS WILDLIFE - SD
REPUBLIC NAT’L DIST - SD
LEVEL III ELK
EISENBEISZ, DAVID - CO
FORMAN, KURT - SD
SCHAVE, CAREY - SD

STAMMER, MARLIN - CA
THE ROOSTER - SD
TOSCANA, VIC - SD
LEVEL II DEER
BUZZELL, MANNY - TN
CONNELL, CRAIG - SD
KRETCHMAN, JIM - SD
MCGARRY, PAT - SD

Why Hunt?
by Don H. Meredith
Part 1 — Tradition
The question is sometimes asked when I'm making a
presentation about wildlife or the outdoors to school
classes, youth groups, or even adults. I've told a story
about a hunting experience or how wildlife agencies use
hunting as a management tool. I notice some surprised
looks and head shaking in the audience, and then a brave
soul finally asks, "Why do you hunt?"
At first, I was startled by the question. I had grown up
during a time when hunting was considered to be a natural
choice for someone interested in the outdoors. Although
I lived in an urban area and most of my friends did not
hunt, most did understand my interest in it.
Over the last few years, however, attitudes have changed
and now I've come to expect the question. Our society
has become more urbanized, and many more of us are
separated and screened from much of the environment
that gives us life. Most of the friends with whom I grew up
were only one or two generations removed from living in
a rural economy where the taking of wild game for food
was as natural as butchering a steer. Today, many young
people are three and four generations removed from that
sort of background. Stories of hunts past are more myth
and legend than inspirations for a lifetime pursuit.
When I first answered that question, why do I hunt, I
fell back on my biological training and explained how
regulated hunting only takes from the annual surplus of
animals produced by game populations, animals that are
going to die anyway because there isn't enough food
and shelter to go around. But I quickly learned that I was
missing the point. These people didn't care about the
science. What they were asking was more fundamental,
more philosophical. They wanted to know why I wanted
to kill something that was enjoying life as I was.
I have to admit I first stumbled for answers to that
aspect of the question — as do most hunters. We can
talk hours on end about hunting to other hunters. But
when it comes to explaining our motivations to those that
don't understand, we suddenly become tongue-tied. We
eventually fall back on old chestnuts like how hunting
contributes to the economy, and how hunters contribute
more to wildlife conservation than other outdoor people
— subjects that don't cut much ice with non-hunters and
avoid the question, "why do you enjoy killing something
that is wild and free."
But we hunters can't afford to avoid answering that
question any longer. As a group, we make up an
increasingly smaller portion of society (estimated at about
7% in North America, down from about 10% ten years
ago), and the vast majority of non-hunters are no longer
as accepting of hunting as they used to be. Anti-hunting
organizations have become much more media savvy and
are being heard a lot more than pro-hunting groups. We
hunters must explain what we do in terms non-hunters
can understand and appreciate or we may find ourselves
without the societal support we require to continue what
we enjoy.
I believe that hunting is a fundamental part of who we
are as a species. It's an activity that celebrates the fact
there are still wild places on this earth where a person
can learn and use some of the skills our forbears used
to pursue wild game and survive. Using those skills and
feeling the emotions and excitement that accompany
their use reconnects us with the land, a connection that
has been lost to most urban people. Although I fish, hike
and photograph wildlife and wild places, it is only through
the process of the hunt that I truly feel involved with the
rhythms and cycles of the land and my environment.
Hunting is a traditional, natural activity that dates back
at least 15,000 years in North America. Many aboriginal
North Americans still consider it an important part of
their heritage, culture and indeed spirituality. Although
we hunters of European background can claim a similar
hunting legacy, we have failed to give it the same
Continued on page 7
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recognition in our culture as have our aboriginal
brothers and sisters. The result has been that many
non-hunters support aboriginal or subsistence
hunting but not so-called recreational hunting.
To me, hunting is more than a recreation. It is an
acknowledgement of who we are as human beings,
part of the fabric of life on this planet.
Part 2 — The Human Predator
The following statement may not sit well with some
people, but I believe it to be true. Whether eating
hamburgers at your local fast food restaurant, having
eggs and bacon for breakfast, or munching on a lean
venison steak, you are a predator — an animal that
lives by killing and eating other animals. Sure, you
don't participate in the actual killing of a steer or
hog, but you share in the product of that killing. The
people who kill our domestic animals in slaughter
houses are merely agents of our society, acting on
our behalf. Because we choose to eat meat, we
share in the responsibility for killing those animals.
We are predators.
Even if you're a vegetarian, chances are you share
this predacious responsibility. If you wear leather
belts or shoes, fertilize your garden with bone meal,
feed your dog, cat or tropical fish, or use certain
medicines or cosmetic preparations, you are a
predator. Animals died by the hands of people to
provide these products.
Consider the produce we buy in the supermarket
and place on our tables. Hunting helps bring many
of those products to market cheaply. Many deer and
elk hunting seasons and bag limits are set to reduce
damage to crops, whether they be alfalfa, soy beans,
or strawberries and wine grapes. For example, in
Alberta this year, additional hunting licences have
been placed on sale to help
reduce the damage deer and elk have been causing
to crops. Without hunting, the prices for our produce
would be greater. Indeed, without recreational
hunting, governments would be forced to control
these wildlife populations by other means — again,
acting as an agent for us all.
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they are in the right season. On the other hand, a
predator must understand something of the behavior
of its prey — where it will be, how it will react. It also
must make complicated decisions in a hurry as
circumstances change during the hunt.

of the animal's time. There is little relationship with
the animal that it understands or that improves my
knowledge of my connection with it. On the other
hand, when I'm hunting, I'm playing a role that both
my prey and I understand all too well.

Think of the wild animals we judge to be the most
intelligent — for example: coyotes, wolves, cougars,
bears. Most are predators. Now think of the popular
pets we've judged to be intelligent — dogs and cats.
We consider them intelligent because they can solve
relatively complex problems and indeed judge and
relate to our own behavior. This intelligence was not
acquired by accident. It evolved with a predatory
lifestyle.

My body definitely tells me that hunting is different
from other outdoor activities. Whether in anticipation
of the coming hunt or during it, my excitement and
awareness is higher than when I'm planning or taking
a hiking trip. In a previous article in this column, I
wrote about the risk of heart attacks among hunters.
Most of that information came to light because of
the work sociologists were doing to determine why
people choose hunting over other outdoor activities.
Hunters are less likely to achieve the goals of their
trips than are hikers or canoeists. Yet when people
who both hunt and hike or canoe are asked to
rank these activities, the majority placed hunting
as their first choice. The heart-rate studies sought
to explain why. Hikers or canoeist rarely achieve
the heart rates or excitement levels that hunters
do. Why? I believe its because hunting taps that
fundamental relationship we have with the natural
world, a relationship that may be built into our genes,
a relationship that once tapped is difficult to turn off.
That relationship centers on the kill.

Our intelligence developed in a similar way. When our
ancestors decided to exploit wild animals for food,
their perspective on the world changed. They had to
learn more about and understand other animals, to
further understand the nuances of their environment,
and to understand how that environment could be
changed to aid the hunt and their community.
That understanding has caused us to be the most
successful species on the planet. It has also given us
an arrogance that we can solve any problem, even
while ignoring the environment and our relationships
with it.
As a hunter, I have chosen not to ignore these
fundamental relationships. By hunting, I acknowledge
them, and seek to understand them better. That is
why I contribute both time and money to wildlife
conservation. I know in my heart why we cannot
afford to lose these connections with the natural
world.
Part 3 — The Kill
During any good debate about the pros and cons
of hunting (where each side is willing to listen and
address the points raised by the other), the argument
eventually boils down to the kill. Why must hunters
kill? Instead, why don't we hunt with a camera, or
just be satisfied with seeing an animal? Why must
we take an animal's life?

Humans have been predators for a long time — as
evidenced by the skin scraping and meat cutting tools
found at anthropological sites around the world. Our
teeth and digestive organs are those of an animal
that readily eats both meat and vegetation — much
like bears.

José Ortega y Gasset, the Spanish philosopher who
is often quoted on this subject, perhaps said it best
in his classic book, Meditations on Hunting: "One
does not hunt in order to kill. On the contrary, one
kills in order to have hunted." In other words, the
activity of hunting is what's important, not the kill.
But if killing a game animal is not your goal then you
are not hunting.

Predation is also a source of our intelligence. An
animal that grazes solely on plants doesn't have
to solve the complex problems that predators must
solve to obtain food. Plants are stationary, they don't
run on your approach. You just have to know where

When I'm photographing wildlife, I'm not hunting.
Sure I'm going through similar actions — stalking
an animal, trying to get close enough for one good
picture. But I'm not really a part of that animal's
world. I am an interloper, a visitor stealing a moment

Conscientious hunters work hard to make sure an
animal is killed as quickly and cleanly as possible.
They have studied the animal's behavior, have come
to know how it lives, and where it will be at certain
times of the day. They may spend days working to
position themselves to place one fatal shot. Such
work and study forges an understanding of an animal
that goes beyond simple knowledge.
When a kill is finally made, a hunter's emotions
are mixed. There is the joy of success tempered
by the sadness of the death of a fellow living
creature. This mixture of emotions leads to some
inescapable conclusions about the transience of life
and the finality of death. Indeed, it is at the kill that
traditional aboriginal hunters hold small ceremonies
acknowledging the spirit of the animal and the life it
has just given the hunters and their families. Such
recognition is rarely considered for the animal that
provided the steak bought at a supermarket.
I'm not advocating that everyone become a hunter.
If everyone did, there wouldn't be enough game or
space to go around. What I am advocating is a nonhunting public that understands and supports the
right to hunt. In the past, this right was easily given
from a rurally based society. Now, hunters must
speak out and seek understanding from an urban
society. If hunting is abolished, either by decree or
lack of interest, then we would all lose an important
perspective on our role in the web of life on this
planet.

APPLICATION
Evelyn and Bill Lohmann Conservation Fund
This fund was established in memory of Evelyn and Bill Lohmann to “provide financial support for beautification and natural
area conservation projects in South Dakota, with special emphasis on native wildflower plantings, songbird habitat, and wetlands
development and preservation.” Individuals, clubs, and nonprofit organizations are eligible to receive grants.
Name _____________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address _____________________________________________________________________
Phone __________________________________

E-Mail ___________________________________

Purpose of Grant
For what will these funds be used? How will this project help add to beautification and/or natural area conservation in your community?
Will this project contribute to songbird habitat, native wildflowers, or wetlands development and preservation? How will the project be
maintained? Who is responsible for maintenance over time? Please describe in simple terms your budget: what are your expenses,
and any other sources of income. Why is this project important to you?
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Kintigh named state officer of year
The National Wild Turkey Federation has named Regional Supervisor Mike Kintigh of Rapid City its 2011 South Dakota Wildlife Law Enforcement Officer of the Year.
The NWTF’s Wildlife Law Enforcement Officer of the Year awards program honors the nation’s top wildlife officers in appreciation for their dedication to conserving
wildlife and upholding the law.
Kintigh was among 21 winners who were eligible to win the NWTF’s National Law Enforcement Officer of the Year Award during the NWTF’s 35th annual National
Convention and Sport Show recently held in Nashville.
Cpl. Roger Tate of Arkansas was awarded the national honor.

“The movement for the conservation of wild life and the larger
movement for the conservation of all our natural resources are essentially
democratic in spirit, purpose, and method.” Theodore Roosevelt, 1916

2010/2011 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s

Custer State Park Buffalo Shoot
$10 each or 3 for $25
Winner’s Choice Of:
♦ A guided buffalo shoot during the 2011
Fall Season. Rifle or bow allowed for
the shoot.
♦ A cash prize of $1,500.

•

This is a guided shoot in Custer State
Park located in southwestern South
Dakota.
• These bulls average two years old.
*Drawing to be held at
Annual Convention, August 2011.
Void where prohibited by law. Your presence
or contribution not necessary to win.
SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-7524 • www.sdwf.org
2011 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s

21 Gun Giveaway
$20 each

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Remington 700 ADL
Remington Super Mag
Bennelli Nova
Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo
Ruger 77R
Remington 870 Express
Ruger 77R
Savage 9317-DXP
Bennelli Nova
Remington Exp. Super Mag.
Ruger 77R
Savage 9317-DXP
Remington BDL
Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo
Remington 870 Exp.
Ruger 77R
Savage 9317-DXP
Bennelli Nova
Remington 870 Exp.
Savage 9317-DXP
Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo

.270.
12 ga.
20 ga.
.22
25.06
12 ga.
25.06
17 cal
20 ga.
12 ga.
25.06
17 cal
.22-250
.22
20 ga.
.338
17 cal
20 ga.
12 ga.
17 cal
.22

♦ One gun will be awarded for each
100 tickets sold.
♦ 21 guns will be awarded if 2,100 or more
tickets are sold.
♦ SDWF reserves the right to offer a cash
settlement or substitute a gun of equal or
greater value.

*Drawing to be held at
Spring Board Meeting, May , 2011.
Void where prohibited by law. Your presence
or contribution not necessary to win.
SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-7524 • www.sdwf.org

2010-2011 SDWF Custer Park Buffalo Shoot
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State finds more
chronic wasting
disease
PIERRE -- Another 25 cases of chronic
wasting disease have been found in wildlife in
southwest South Dakota.
The disease kills deer and elk by attacking
the brain. The Department of Game, Fish and
Parks tests hunter-donated deer and elk heads
each year.
Since July 1, the department said the disease
was found in three elk, eight mule deer, and
14 white-tailed deer. The GF&P tested 1,650
elk and deer from Custer, Fall River and
Pennington counties.
The department has tested more than 23,000
samples and found 165 cases of the disease
since testing began in 1997.

“The mountains are
calling and I must
go.” John Muir1838-1914-Naturalist
and Founder of the
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2011 South Dakota
Total $ ______
Total $ ______
Total $ ______
Wildlife Federation’s
Total $ ______

1 Year Membership @ $20
1 Buffalo Shoot Ticket @ $10
3 Buffalo Shoot Tickets @ $25
21 Gun Giveaway Ticket @ $20 ea.
6 Buffalo Shoot Tickets and Membership @ $45
6 Buffalo Shoot Tickets and 3 – 21 Gun Tickets @ $90
6 Buffalo Shoot Tickets, 3 – 21 Gun Tickets
and Membership @ $100

Total $ ______
Total $ ______

21 Gun Giveaway

Sierra Club
***************
“What a country chooses
to save is what a country
chooses to say about
itself.” Mollie Beattie

Total $

SDWF prints and merchandise at sdwf.org

